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The Eagles Greatest Hits Lullaby Album in Stores December 6th
Cradle Rock Transforms Eagles’ Hit Songs to Lullabies
ATLANTA--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Brash Music and Tree Top Records, companies that partnered to create and produce “Cradle
Rock” (http://www.cradlerockstore.com), announced its newest album, The Eagles, will release in stores and on iTunes
December 6th. Based on the legendary Eagles Greatest Hits, Vol. 1 (1971-1975), the lullaby album joins an existing Cradle
Rock catalog including U2, Taylor Swift, Pink Floyd, Michael Jackson, Johnny Cash and Kenny Chesney. Steve Jones,
CEO of Brash Music, says Cradle Rock is a fun way to introduce babies and toddlers to the music adults love, but in a softer and
gentler format.
“How exciting for parents and grandparents to expose a third generation to one of the greatest
bands ever. What better way to rock your baby to sleep than with lullaby renditions of one of
the best selling records of all time?” Jones adds, “Parents who listen along will appreciate the
melodic structures and tempos that stay true to the original tunes.”
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Carrie Underwood’s Some Hearts. “We will continue to focus on iconic albums that appeal to
music fans across a wide variety of genres. What sets us apart, retail customers say, is that
while other lullaby albums feature a ‘collection’ of hits or compilations by various artists, we replicate entire albums.”
Cradle Rock albums, distributed by The Warner Music Group, are available at www.cradlerockstore.com, through all digital
distribution services like iTunes for $9.99, and at music retail outlets across the United States for $11.98. Advance copies, links
to online previews and track listings are available upon request. For more information about Cradle Rock, visit
http://www.cradlerockstore.com, e-mail info@treetoprecords.com or call 678-904-4790. Find Tree Top Records on Facebook and
follow on Twitter: @TreeTopRecords.
About Brash Music
Atlanta, GA-based Brash Music (http://www.brashmusic.com) is an eclectic independent record label founded on the belief that
opportunities in the music business exist between a vast, eager talent pool and a need for fresh perspective. Brash Music
operates on a core set of values that emphasize commitment to integrity, transparency with its artists, innovation, efficiency and
financial prudence. Its mission is to deliver quality music passionately in a way that is profitable for all involved. The Brash Music
roster includes scores of artists including Aaron Shust, Chris Sligh, Anthony David, Gungor, Rubyhorse, Jump Little Children,
Matt Sorum and Pleasure Club.
About Tree Top Records
Nashville, TN-based Tree Top Records (www.treetoprecords.com) is an independent children’s music label, created to bring
music with parental appeal and cultural value to young children. By staying true to its commitment to maintain the integrity of the

original works, Tree Top Records works to bridge the artistic and cultural gap between parent and child with the expressed
purpose of entertaining both. Tree Top Records allows parents to introduce music of all genres to children in an age appropriate
way via its two main product lines, Cradle Rock and Tot Rock.
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